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Digital (r)evolution: the megashifts that will 
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The future is better than you may think: 
90% positive  |  10% troublesome

The next 20 years will bring more 
changes than the previous 300 years 



We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change:  
to keep thinking linear is certain to have catastrophic results  

Now 
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Exponential technological changes: don’t keep thinking linear!







Data is truly the new oil: will it be regulated as well?



Hyper-connectivity is near: building new digital-native ecosystems is key!



Decline of traditional advantages: distribution, location, size: music business example

New advantages:  
Attention. Brand. Purpose.



Platform thinking and liquid ecosystems 



Platform thinking and liquid ecosystems 



From selling products to selling services and experiences 



The Megashifts

Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization



Datafication

Automation Virtualization

Mobilisation/MediazationAugmentation



1. Maker-Economy: distributed 
manufacturing and 3D printing 

2. On-Demand / Sharing Economy: own less, 
access more; even… disownership? 

3. Circular Economy: people, planet, profit - 
and a new kind of sustainable capitalism? 

4. Experience Economy: immersive, 
embodied, focus on lifetime memories 
instead of purchases

At the dawn of 4 new ‘economies’



‘Good enough’ is dead …or dying



Hybrid thinking: what is, today, and what might be, tomorrow 



Megashifts: increasing empowerment of shoppers aka customers aka users



The dramatic datafication and digitization, automation, virtualization and 
robotisation of procurement, logistics and supply chain management is inevitable



“We are going from mobile first to AI first. Computing will be universally available, it will be 

everywhere in the context of the user’s daily life. People will be able to interact with it naturally and 

seamlessly than ever before. And above all else, it will be intelligent” Sundar Pinchai, CEO Google



Artificial intelligence and cognitive computing are the biggest game changers
“We will move from mobile-first to an AI-first world”

Sundar Pinchai (Google)



Intelligent Assistance (IA): the immediate low-hanging fruit in pretty much every sector





Voice Control, NUIs, AR/VR: speaking to machines like to our friends?



The Google Assistant via Youtube



Knowledge about pretty much anything is becoming ubiquitous * 

Yet machines do / will not think like we do



How will you futurize your business in this new machine age?



“As the world becomes more digital, it will be the humanity of Walmart 
that differentiates us and wins with customers"  

Doug Mc Millon CEO, Walmart  via brandchannel.com

http://brandchannel.com


How will you remain indispensable for your customers?



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

…but anything that cannot be digitized or automated, will become much more valuable 



“One machine can do the work of 50 ordinary (wo)men.  
No machine can do the work of one extraordinary (wo)man” 

Elbert Hubbard





“The ability and also the willingness to adapt your view of things to constantly 

changing circumstances are more important than your current knowledge base”  

Sebastian Thrun, Udacity / Google



“In dealing with the future, it is far more 
important to be imaginative than to be right”  

– Alvin Toffler, Future Shock 
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Thanks for your time and attention!
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